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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT
Refer to the exhibit.
A network administrator enables 802.1X authentication on a VSC.
The HP MSM Controller implements the RADIUS server settings
shown in the exhibit. Which devices require certificates?
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2

A company has an application that requires network traffic in
both directions to multiple systems at a specific external
domain. A firewall rule was created to allow traffic to and
from the external domain, but the rule is blocking incoming
traffic.
What should an administrator enable in the firewall policy to
allow this traffic?
A. Reverse DNS Lookup
B. Smart DHCP
C. Smart WINS
D. TCP resequencing
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. feature isolation
B. development isolation
C. release isolation
D. main only
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Scenario: A branching strategy that supports developing new
functionality in isolation must be used.
Feature isolation is a special derivation of the development
isolation, allowing you to branch one or more feature branches
from main, as shown, or from your dev branches.
When you need to work on a particular feature, it might be a
good idea to create a feature branch.
Incorrect Answers:
A: Release isolation introduces one or more release branches
from main. The strategy allows concurrent release management,
multiple and parallel releases, and codebase snapshots at
release time.
B: The Main Only strategy can be folder-based or with the main
folder converted to a Branch, to enable additional visibility
features. You commit your changes to the main branch and
optionally indicate development and release milestones with
labels.
C: Development isolation: When you need to maintain and protect
a stable main branch, you can branch one or more dev branches
from main. It enables isolation and concurrent development.
Work can be isolated in development branches by feature,
organization, or temporary collaboration.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/repos/tfvc/branch
ing-strategies-with-tfvc?view=azure-devops
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